
der hammer. Seit 1857

We help you make  
light Work of it:
the new Picard  
790½ and 590½



PICARD Carpenters’ Roofing Hammers 790½ und 590½

lighter, more  
BalaNCed aNd 
roBuSt:  
the NeW piCard 
790½ aNd 590½

1_Head
The head is lighter and slimmer than the previous 790 and 590 models 
thanks to an improved design.

2_Claw and point
The claw and the slim, extended point on the carpenters’ roofing hammer 
are precisely wrought and inductively hardened. Even small nails are securely 
caught.

3_Face
The face is carefully hardened and specially tempered; the roughened version 
has particularly deep checks. Also available with a plain face.

4_Shaft
The construction of the forged, weight-optimised shaft provides perfect bal-
ance and supreme impact. Its carefully cut surface blends smoothly into the 
grip.

5_PICARD quality steel
Higher grade than DIN standard C45. Longer service life for the bevel and the 
entire hammer.

6_Leather grip
The leather grip on the solid steel handle is resistant to twisting. It not only 
looks good, leather absorbs moisture and releases it again once the work is 
done. The surface is extremely wear-resistant.

7_Two-component handle
The two-component plastic handle is ergonomically optimised and designed 
to be vibration-damping. It makes work effortless and is extremely durable 
thanks to the solid join between the shaft and handle, and the robust base 
plate.
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PICARD Carpenters’ Roofing Hammers 790½ und 590½

+ lower weight

+ perfectly balanced

+ total weight just 800 g

+  100 g lighter than the 790 and 590 carpenters’ roofing hammers

+  in the same weight class as tubular shaft carpenters’ roofing  

hammers, only much more robust 



piCard-hammer.de

piCard gmBh

rottSiePen 15 

42349 wuPPertal, Germany

PoStfach 12 01 29 

42331 wuPPertal, Germany

tel. +49 202 24754-0 

fax +49 202 24754-50 

info@Picard-hammer.de
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